
2024 Statewide Active Transportation Summit 

Crossing the Road 

June 26, 2024 – York, PA 

 

Sponsorship Opportunities 

 

$5,000  -  Golden Spike Sponsor 
-Opportunity to speak at open 
-Exclusive signage in event common space 
-Spotlight logo on Summit website 
-Spotlight logo on screen at event between  
presentations 

-1/4 page ad PDC Conference program 
-4 tickets to Summit 
-Complimentary display/exhibit 
 
$2,500  -  Safe Streets Champion 
-Presence on signage in event common space 

-Logo on Summit website 

-Logo on screen at event between 

presentations 

-1/4 page ad AT Summit program 

-2 tickets to Summit 

-A complimentary display/exhibit table 

 
$1,000  -  Adaptive Mobility Hero 
-Presence on signage in event common space 
-Logo on Summit website 
-Logo on screen between presentations 
-Logo in AT Summit program 
-2 tickets to the Summit 
-A complimentary display/exhibit table 
 
$500  -  Biking Bestie / Break Sponsor 
-Branding/sign at catered snack spread 
-Logo on Summit website 
-Logo on screen between presentations 
-Listed in AT Summit program 
-1 ticket to the Summit 
-Space on a staffed shared exhibit table 
 
$250  -  Shoelace/Shoe leather 
-Logo on Summit website 
-Listed in AT Summit program 
-1 ticket to the Summit 
-Space on a staffed shared exhibit table 
 

 
 
$500  -  Adaptive Test Ride Sponsor 
-Poster at Test Ride site 

-Option to display tent/banner at Test Ride site 

-Presence on signage in event common space 

-Logo on Summit website 

-Logo on screen at event between 

presentations 

-1 ticket to the Summit 

-Space on a staffed shared exhibit t 

 
$250  -  Swag Sponsor 
-Does not include cost of swag/item; contact us 

to set sponsor amount of choice. 

-Presence on signage in event common space 

-Logo on Summit website 

-Logo on screen at event between 

presentations 

-1 ticket to the Summit 

 

 

 

 
$200  -  AT Exhibitor 
-Opportunity to set up a table in the shared 

space in the York College building between 

8am and 4:30pm the day of the Summit 

-Listed in AT Summit program 

-Limited space available 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, please contact 

pawalkworks@padowntown.org. 


